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ABSTRACT
Canada, unlike the U.S., did not experience a formal separation of church and state. Nonetheless, religion,
especially Christianity, has been barred from the Canadian public policy arena. Rather than to deal with
the sensitive nature of religion and risk firing up heated debates, we choose to avoid the issue altogether,
dismissing in the process the fact that religion is an important element of personal identification, social
life, and international politics. This decision, the author warns, fosters the cultivation of religious illiteracy.

In this paper, I want to address the issue of religion in Canadian society. First, I will highlight the
main points of the recently released Statistics Canada Census data on religion in Canada. I will
then move away from numbers to talk more broadly about religion in Canadian life, especially 

its history, and some of the reasons why we are becoming more and more religiously illiterate.
Finally, I will conclude by talking about some of the promising changes I see taking place in Canadian
public discourse on religion

Let us begin with the numbers. Most American scholars of Canadian studies will know that
Statistics Canada asks Canadians questions about religion in every second national census, that is,
every 10 years. Following are some of the highlights from the 2001 Census, from which the religion
data was released in May of this year.

• Roughly 76% of Canadians identified themselves as Christians in the 2001 census, down
from 82% in 1991.

• Roughly 43% of Canadians are Roman Catholics and 29% are Protestants.
• Overall, the number of Protestants has declined from 35% in 1991; losses were most 

significant in the mainline Protestant traditions, while a number of certain smaller (or
non-mainline) groups of evangelical Protestants (Baptists, Adventists, Evangelical
Missionary Church, etc.) have increased their numbers slightly or significantly; the 
number of Catholics has remained fairly stable.

• There has been growth in the Eastern Orthodox traditions; they represent 1.6% of the
Canadian population.

• There has been significant growth in the unaffiliated conservative Protestant traditions
(e.g., those who simply said they were evangelicals, fundamentalists, non-denomination,
or unaffiliated Christians); they represent 2.6% of the population.

• Muslims, Hindus, Sikhs, and Buddhists have almost all roughly doubled in real numbers
in the past 10 years.

• The Jewish population has grown roughly 4%.
• The non-Christian segment of the Canadian population is a real growth area, and the

area most likely to influence Canadian society in the future, if current trends continue.
• Although non-Christians represent about 6% of our total population, if they keep 

doubling each decade, they may actually outnumber Protestants in roughly 20 years.
• Religious nones, those indicating that they have no religion, have also increased signifi-

cantly, from 12% to 16% in the last decade; it is very difficult to tell what to make of these
people: some are transients, some are true non-believers, and some opt for this choice to
dodge the question entirely out of concern for the way the government might interpret
their answers or out of a sense that religion is a private matter.
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One problematic feature of this census is the fact that
there was no opportunity for Canada’s roughly 1.2 million
Chinese participants to check off “Chinese Religion” as an
option. Traditionally, scholars have spoken of Chinese
Religion as combining Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism
and folk religion. However, the Chinese combine these
forces in innovative and sometimes unintentional ways.
For this reason, many religious studies scholars in Canada
simply refer to Chinese Religion rather than Chinese
Religions. Apparently, many Chinese will say that they have
no religion even though they have statues of various
Buddhas in their homes, practice ancestor worship, celebrate
Chinese religious festivals, organize their homes according
to Feng Shui principles, and endorse familial structures
that come out of the Confucian tradition. This is a complex
issue (especially since it brings into the foreground the
problematic definition of the term “religion”), but my point
is that many scholars now believe that a large portion of
the Chinese people in the “no religion” category, as well 
as some of those in the Buddhism, Christianity, and
Confucianism categories may have put themselves in these
categories because Statistics Canada did not offer them a
broader and more accurate definition, namely, Chinese
Religion. This is not to invalidate the self-definitions of
Chinese participants; rather, it is meant to suggest that the
growth in the “no religion” category, from 12% to 16% in
10 years, may reflect certain limitations in the design of
the survey itself

Moreover, other surveys (especially Bibby 2002, and
the General Social Survey) reveal that the most dramatic
changes in the religious landscape of Canada relate to 
religious participation, not religious identification. The
evidence here suggests that roughly 20% of Canadians
attend places of worship regularly, down from 28% in
1986 (and we should remember that studies confirm that
many people stretch the truth when answering questions
about participation). Therefore, Canadians are less and
less committed to traditional religious institutions (the
sample size of non-Christian religions would be so small
that this generalization really refers only to Christian
groups). The overall story for established mainline
Christians in Canada looks fairly discouraging, though 
it is still far and away the majority tradition, with over
three-quarters of Canadians claiming to identify with the
tradition. As well, of course, what seems to be the end of a
particular kind of institutional form of Christian life may
very well be the beginning of other more innovative forms.

Now, let me address the question of the general place
of religion in Canadian society. To get a clear sense of this
phenomenon, one first has to identify and challenge what
a friend of mine calls the “Law and Order Effect,” named
after the popular one-hour police and lawyer program on
American prime time television. This effect refers to the
tendency among Canadians and Canada-watchers to
assume that Canadian society is just like American society;
for this reason, many Canadians wrongly assume that we
have “Miranda rights,” “DA’s,” and the unfettered right to
free speech.

The most stubborn of these Law and Order Effects
regards the question of the so-called separation of church
and state in Canada. Although I do not have the time to

elaborate on this subject, I can simply say that there has
never been a de jure separation of church and state in
Canada. There is, in fact, a long history of formal and
informal Christian privilege woven throughout our history.
Not only has our calendar reflected the ritual life of the
Christian majority population, but the educational systems
in most of our provinces have been heavily influenced or
even run by Christian organizations. In Quebec, until the
1960s, hospitals, social services, and education were under
the influence of the churches. Of course, most regrettably,
when the Canadian government needed to find a way to
assimilate the First Nations population, they essentially
“contracted out” or “outsourced” the job to various
Christian denominations. This is just one more piece 
of evidence demonstrating that being Canadian and 
being Christian were understood to be identical by the
governing powers.

Yet, although there is no formal separation of church
and state, at least not like there is in the United States,
through our Charter of Rights and Freedoms, and other
legislation, discrimination against non-Christians is illegal,
and the government has worked fairly hard in the last 
fifty years to eradicate the kinds of informal and formal
privileges Christian groups have enjoyed for most of
Canadian history. In fact, it now appears that the ideology
of secularism and the profound sense of regret over the
imperious role of Christianity in our country’s historical
record have become so deeply woven into Canadian society,
and especially Canadian government, that religion as
such, especially Christianity, has been virtually barred
from the Canadian public policy arena.

Nonetheless, religion does barge in from the margins,
and when it does, we are all reminded of how poorly we
are prepared as a society to deal with it. Several examples
may be provided here: when our Prime Minister presided
over a public ceremony of remembrance for the victims of
September 11th, there was no mention of God, unlike the
analogous ceremony in the United States; in the mourning
services for Swiss Air Flight 111 that crashed off the coast
of Nova Scotia, references to Jesus were explicitly forbidden
by senior Canadian officials, whereas speakers from other
religious groups were not restrained in what deities they
could mention; on the website of the CBC, in their section
called forum, essentially a very large “chat room,” one can
find a list of over 100 topics about which people can
“chat”: not a single one is devoted to religion (you can
learn a great deal about beer, cosmetic surgery, gas prices,
and guns, though); and when a colleague of mine
explained with some excitement the new academic program
he and some peers were launching in migration studies in
the Toronto area, he said, “And from geography, we have
(so and so), and from anthropology, we have (so and so),
and from political science we have (so and so).” He said
they had a group of over 20 faculty members from many
different departments participating in this innovative 
program to help teach students about the many facets of
the experience of migration. “And who is going to cover
religion?” I asked. The answer was, no one.

The point is that while religion remains a major 
component of national and especially international social
changes, Canadian society seems determined to ensure
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that this particular aspect of personal identification, social
life, and international politics, is shrouded in mystery.
Since religion did not go away, as secularization theorists
promised it would; and since religion continues to play a
crucial role in so many of the major events in our world –
including, of course, the tragedy that befell New York two
years ago, and the sort-of electoral victory of George Bush;
and since religion continues to play a role in the ways 
individuals and groups construct and maintain their 
identities, it seems to make sense to try to ensure that 
our society does not cultivate religious illiteracy. Yet as a
society, we seem to be doing exactly that.

In Canada at least, this gaping hole in our educational
systems and our public discourse is left gaping for two 
reasons: first, some of our leaders seem to think religion
will eventually go away. The secularization hypothesis is
alive and well in the Canadian corridors of power. Second,
those who are not advocates of this kind of naïve seculariza-
tion hypothesis are afraid that people will not appreciate
the difference between teaching people about religion 
and imposing a particular religion on a person. The tacit
decision seems to be that it is most prudent, politically
speaking, to avoid the issue altogether.

The publicly-funded efforts to educate people about
religion are based mainly in our schools, and in Canada,
education is a provincial responsibility. Recent research
demonstrates that no province in Canada has a mandatory
class in religious studies for high school students; some
provincial education systems do offer optional courses,
but these are few and far between, often ill-conceived, and
rarely promoted. So, we are left with a populace that is
more and more unaware of the religious dimensions of
human life, and a government that is often determined to
treat religion as a private issue, like sex or salaries. In fact,
we do spend public money on sex; there are a plethora of
websites, hotlines, public health projects, etc. to teach us,
in an ostensibly neutral and objective manner, about oral
sex, condoms, and bi-sexuality to name but a few issues on
which Canadian public funds are spent.

So, why do we spend public money to educate 
ourselves about sex, but not about religion? The answer
we will hear is that many of these websites and hotlines
and health projects were launched to promote safe, or
safer, sex in the 1980s when we decided, as a society, that
with the emergence of AIDS, people were all of a sudden
dying of their unsafe sexual and drug habits. So, it made
sense to think of sex as a kind of public health issue. This
seems quite reasonable to me. However, it seems plausible
that religion is also a public health issue, as many New
Yorkers, Israelis, Palestinians, Irish, Indians, Pakistanis and
Saudi Arabians will agree. That is, people are dying, and
have been dying for a long time, due to convictions that
are at least partly, if not entirely, rooted in religion. It is
time we addressed this urgent issue, since it is not going to
fade away as the western form of modernity reaches the
far corners of the globe, as modernists and intellectuals
have vainly hoped for two centuries.

Of course, there is another reason to pay attention 
to religion: while the destructive capacity of religion is
itself a sufficient reason to promote public education
about religion, religion is also one of the most important

contexts within which one might witness and cultivate the
positive forms of social capital Robert Putnam mentioned
in Bowling Alone. In Canada, religious groups serve as both
a means of maintaining a particular, one might say tribal,
identity, and as the sites in which one might negotiate a
new way of being Canadian. Many people assume that
mosques and Muslim associations, for example, perform
only the first task of making sure the newcomers and their
children remain good Muslims or good Pakistanis. However,
it also appears clear that in addition to promoting tradi-
tional religious and cultural identities, mosques, temples,
churches, and other religious organizations provide 
people with a safe place where they can meet friends and
family members, get jobs, meet marriage partners, and
talk about how to navigate the outside world. So, as
Canadians, we need to pay more attention to religion not
just because we are living, with our American cousins, in
the shadow of the so-called war on terrorism, but because
religious groups represent an enormous source of social
capital that might benefit all of us.

Fortunately, our government is like the American
government in that it is not a monolith; among a small but
committed group of senior government officials, there
have been moves in the past few years to introduce discus-
sions about religion into the broader conversations about
public policy in Canada. Often, of course, religious issues
had already been involved in such conversations, especially
around the issues of gender equality, abortion, immigra-
tion, fundamentalisms, and restrictions on certain forms
of clothing. However, the hope is that, with more energy
devoted to public education and the education of policy
makers, we will be able to deal more intelligently and 
compassionately with these issues when they do arise. As
we would expect, there has been resistance to the inclusion
of religion in these conversations, especially from those
who believe religion should be an entirely private matter.
However, the events of September 11th, the on-going 
tensions in Kashmir and the Punjab, proposed changes
that would allow Canadian gays and lesbians to get legally
married, episodic conflicts in Canadian schools over 
kirpans and hijabs, to name but a few issues, have shown
many people in Canada and elsewhere that we need to be
able to think more carefully about the role of religion in
the world. Those tragic events allowed advocates of the
critical inclusion of religious themes in public discourse to
make their case much more forcefully to their respective
government and academic bodies, and many of us are
working hard to make the most of the opening of this 
particular window of opportunity.

NOTES

1 This paper is based on a presentation at a CARS event in New York City,

September 2003. I would like to thank Jack Jedwab for inviting me to

participate in this highly stimulating seminar.
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